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The Challenges 

In a recent ESG survey, respondents were asked to identify their top IT priorities for 2016. Top cited priorities included 

business intelligence and data analytics (cited by 23% of respondents), data growth (22%) and integration (21%), improving 

backup and recovery (20%), major application upgrades (20%), server (20%) and desktop (20%) virtualization, and business 

continuity and disaster recovery (18%).1 These priorities place significant reliability, agility, and scalability demands on the 

data center network. As a result, a growing number of organizations are evaluating the benefits of software-defined 

networking (SDN), with 66% of those surveyed indicating that hyper-scale SDN is their future network architecture as they 

transition to the modern software-defined data center (SDDC).2 

Figure 1. Future Direction of Network Architecture 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

                                                            
1 Source: ESG Research Report, 2016 IT Spending Intentions Survey, February 2016. 
2 Source: ESG Research Report, Data Center Networking Trends, February 2016. 
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Traditional chassis-based core switches and independent top of rack distribution switches were well suited for traditional 

data center network topologies. The rapid transition to the modern data center poses challenges to using these traditional 

networking devices and tools as they were designed for physical, relatively static infrastructures. The software-defined 

data center brings with it the need for new cloud network solutions to provide the requisite flexibility, agility, scalability, 

reliability, programmability, and performance. 

The Solution: Arista EOS, Arista CloudVision, and Arista Spine Switches 

Arista designed the Extensible Operating System (EOS) from the ground up using the principles of the cloud. EOS, a 

modular network switch operating system for the modern data center, was built on top of a standard Linux kernel. EOS 

deploys as a single software image that runs across the entire portfolio of Arista’s network switches as well as in a virtual 

machine instance (vEOS). The OS is open; users can run standard Linux tools and applications inside the environment, 

enabling automation and integration with a large library of system management solutions. 

EOS provides consistent operations, workflow automation, and high availability, and separates protocol processing from 

switch state and application logic. Using separate protected memory spaces for every process, EOS delivers robustness, 

reliability, and security. State and configuration information is exchanged through NetDB, an in-memory database using a 

publish/subscribe messaging architecture. Arista used the same pub/sub architecture when designing CloudVision, its 

network-wide solution for workload automation and orchestration, and state and topology monitoring and visibility. 

Figure 2. Arista EOS and Arista CloudVision Publish/Subscribe Architecture 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

Arista designed CloudVision using hyper-scale principles to enable enterprises to leverage cloud-class automation without 

investing significant resources in programming or internal development programs. CloudVision provides network-wide 

workload orchestration and workflow automation, delivering a turnkey solution for cloud networking. With CloudVision, 

network architects benefit from: 

 Network-wide EOS—a single network-wide database for aggregating and accessing state and configuration. 

 Single point of control—for physical network integration with third-party controllers, orchestration solutions, security, 

and other network services. 

 Workflow automation—network automation with prebuilt workflows for a variety of ongoing network tasks. 
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Arista has developed a complete portfolio of modular network switches ideally suited for the modern leaf-spine network 

architecture. Leveraging the latest merchant silicon, Arista network switches are driven by EOS, providing maximum system 

uptime, stateful fault repair, zero touch provisioning, latency analysis, and a fully accessible Linux shell. The comprehensive 

switch portfolio spans everything from 1U top of rack switches ideally suited for the leaf role to chassis-based switches 

ideally suited for the spine role in the modern leaf-spine network architecture. 

The newly introduced Arista 7500R Series module network switch is the latest iteration of the established 7500 Series (see 

Figure 3). Available as a 4-, 8-, or 12-slot chassis, the 7500R Series provides scalable L2 and L3 switching and routing, and is 

backwards compatible with previous versions of the 7500 Series, providing investment protection. The Arista 7500R Series 

offers over 115 Tbps of throughput. With up to 288 GB of packet memory, it supports more than one million routes and 

100,000 tunnels. The switch is 400G ready, and supports flexible combinations of 10G, 25G, 40G, 50G, and 100G Ethernet 

modes on a single port.  

Figure 3. Arista 7500R Series Modular Network Switches for Universal Spine  

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

The 7500R Series include a combination of features and capabilities extending its applicability from the spine to more 

universal applications, which need more bandwidth and performance, including data center interconnects, peering 

relationships, and Internet routing. Features that support using the 7500R series in the universal spine role include: 

 Highly efficient architecture with VOQ and deep buffers—eliminates head-of-line (HOL) blocking using a deep buffer 

virtual output queue (VOQ) architecture, effectively eliminating dropped packets in extremely congested network 

scenarios. Cell-based fabric is 100% efficient regardless of traffic type or packet sizes. 

 Flexible ports—supports 10, 25, 40, 50, and 100Gb/sec Ethernet, and future compatibility and support for 400 Gb/sec 

provides investment insurance and support for network scaling without forklift upgrades. 

 Internet-scale routing—FlexRoute expands merchant silicon routing tables to support more than 1,000,000 IPv4 and 

IPv6 routes, and more than 100,000 tunnels. 

 Hitless upgrades—continues to move network traffic during upgrades, maximizing uptime and supporting the most 

stringent SLAs. 

 Programmable—directly integrates into the SDDC and network automation. 
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 Up to 128-way ECMP and MLAG—equal-cost multi-path routing (ECMP) and multi-chassis link aggregation (MLAG) 

support up to 128 links, and enable the 7500R to grow to support large-scale two-tier leaf-spine and three-tier leaf-

spine-universal-spine architectures. 

The traditional data center architecture, shown on the left in Figure 4, uses a three-tiered model where network 

administrators logically group top of rack edge switches, aggregation switches, and chassis-based core switches into a 

single network fabric, even though each physical component is separately managed. Network components are redundantly 

cross-connected for fault tolerance, which can create loops. Complex L2 protocols are typically used to enforce loop-free 

topologies, increasing the difficulty of managing these networks. This network fabric is used for both east-west traffic 

(server to server inside the data center) and north-south traffic (client to server). North-south traffic is facilitated through 

additional, redundant, core routers that support relatively few high-bandwidth Internet or data center connections. 

Ever increasing use of virtualization and the transition to the cloud are changing Internet, intra-, and inter-data center 

traffic patterns and volumes. As a result, the traditional three-tier model often suffers from oversubscription and struggles 

to support the wide variety of applications, data patterns, and bandwidth requirements of the modern data center. 

Figure 4. Legacy Data Center Architecture versus Modern Leaf-spine-universal-spine Architecture 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

The enterprise cloud data center architecture, shown on the right in Figure 4, uses a leaf-spine fabric topology for the 

internal east-west traffic. With the leaf-spine architecture, every physical leaf switch is interconnected with every spine 

switch (full-mesh). All devices are exactly the same number of segments away from one another, which provides a 

predictable and consistent amount of latency as well as high availability. 

A spine switch is now capable of being used at the routing layer. Called a universal spine, these switches are increasingly 

deployed in a second spine layer, a topology adopted from hyper-scale data centers. This universal spine moves north-

south interconnect traffic, connecting the leaf-spine network to other networks. Like the leaf-spine, the spine and universal 

spine are connected as a full mesh, maximizing the bandwidth available for traffic to other data centers, public peering 

relationships, and the Internet. The universal spine also provides high availability and a predictable and consistent amount 

of latency. 
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Validating Internet Route Scaling 

ESG Lab performed hands-on testing of Arista EOS and the 7500R switch with a focus on validating the Internet scalability 

of the solution, as well as its ability to continue virtually uninterrupted operations during unplanned outages and planned 

maintenance. 

Arista designed the 7500R Series with Internet-scale in mind. Leveraging EOS FlexRoute and NetDB, the 7500R Series can 

manage large-scale route tables and complex configurations, extending the 7500R from spine roles to data center 

interconnect, and Internet peering and routing. ESG Lab began by validating the suitability of the 7500R Series for Internet 

transit and peering by simulating an environment with a router connected with four upstream routers, as shown on the 

left hand side of Figure 5. Each of the four upstream routers announced a full internet routing table of approximately 

575,000 IPv4 and 35,000 IPv6 route prefixes. Combined, this represented more than 2.4 million BGP paths. 

We used network test equipment from Ixia to simulate network traffic, advertise BGP paths, and to measure the response 

to various actions. First, we configured the Ixia to generate the maximum amount of traffic through multiple links, 

simulating a maximally loaded application and network infrastructure. Once the traffic had reached steady state, we 

flushed the route table from the router. The router blackholed the data (dropped all packets), as there were no routes.  

Next, we configured the Ixia to advertise new routes with BGP at the maximum possible rate. The router installed the 

routes, and started routing traffic. We used the Ixia’s graphing tool to graph the traffic flow rate, and measure the time 

until traffic flows had reached steady state, indicating that the router had completely installed all routes. 

As shown in on the right hand side of Figure 5, The Arista 7500R installed an Internet-scale route table in 32 seconds. A 

comparable router from an established networking vendor took 144 seconds, or 4.5 times as long. During this period, data 

was blackholed, and was not being routed by the switch. 

Figure 5. Installing Internet-scale (2,400,000+) BGP Route Table in Arista 7500R 

   
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 
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         Why This Matters  

As the number of internal and external applications grows, requiring investments in supporting infrastructure, IT is still 
hearing the mantra “do more with less.” ESG’s 2016 IT Spending Intentions Survey revealed that reducing costs was the 
second most-cited business initiative driving technology spending at respondent organizations this year (behind increasing 
cybersecurity). This is especially true for network infrastructure, where the goal is to optimize the use of available resources 
while connecting ever more systems and data centers. 

ESG Lab validated that the Arista 7500R Series scales to support full Internet-sized routing tables. The 7500R installed 2.4 
million+ BGP routes in 32 seconds, 4.5 times faster than the 144 seconds for a comparable solution from an established 
networking vendor. We found that the Arista 7500R Series is capable of extending beyond the traditional spine role, and 
can be deployed for Internet edge and peering, where historically traditional chassis routers would have been required. 

Validating Virtually Uninterrupted Operation During Unplanned Outages 

ESG Lab next validated the speed and resiliency of Arista EOS when faced with an unplanned network failure. We used a 

complex leaf-spine network in a controlled lab setting to simulate an enterprise data center. In these networks, each spine 

node provides a redundant path through the network and EOS uses equal cost multi path routing (ECMP). All leaf and spine 

nodes were connected using 10 Gb/sec Ethernet. 

A standard enterprise with a four-node spine was simulated using four-way ECMP, while the largest enterprise cloud with 

64 spine nodes was simulated using 64-way ECMP. The standard enterprise test bench topology is shown in Figure 6. We 

configured the Ixia test equipment to generate the maximum amount of traffic flows, simulating a maximally loaded 

application and network infrastructure. Once the traffic had reached steady state, a network cable failure was simulated by 

pulling out a link. 

Figure 6. Standard Enterprise (4-way ECMP) Test Bench 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

Reacting to the link failure, the network found a new path for the traffic. We used the Ixia’s measurement capabilities to 

measure the maximum time that the application data flow was interrupted, which represents the worst-case downtime of 

the simulated application. We repeated each test four times, averaging the results, and measured the reaction time for 

both IPv4 and IPv6. To provide a reference, we repeated the tests using comparable solutions from two leading vendors 

providing traditional network equipment. We also tested with a comparable industry-leading Linux-based white box 

solution. The results for the standard enterprise simulation with four-way ECMP are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Recovery from 1-link Failure, Worst-case Traffic Flow Interruption, 
Standard Enterprise (4-way ECMP) 

  
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

Across the four tests, Arista EOS and Arista 7500R returned fast, consistent, and repeatable results, recovering from a 

single link failure with an average interruption in the traffic flow of just 14 ms. This interruption would most likely not be 

noticed by users or cause any problems with applications. The traditional equipment vendors demonstrated wide 

variability in response to failures. The white box solution, with more than two seconds interruption in data flow, was not 

suited for enterprise-scale applications. We repeated the tests again, simulating a 2-link failure; the times and performance 

relative to Arista 7500R are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Recovery from 1-link and 2-link Failure, Worst-case Traffic Flow Interruption, 
Standard Enterprise (4-way ECMP) 

 

 
IPv4 IPv6 

Arista 
7500R Vendor X Vendor Y White Box 

Arista 
7500R Vendor X Vendor Y White Box 

Absolute Performance 

1-link Failure 14 ms 555 ms 55 ms 5,962 ms 18 ms 557 ms 55 ms 8,968 ms 

2-link Failure 64 ms 722 ms 84 ms 9,472 ms 64 ms 745 ms 84 ms 12,111 ms 

Performance Relative to Arista 7500R 

1-link Failure 1 40 4 432 1 31 3 505 

2-link Failure 1 11 1 148 1 12 1 189 

 Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

The solutions from the traditional equipment vendors demonstrated longer interruptions in the traffic flow—up to 40 

times longer for a 1-link failure using IPv4. Worse, the other vendor solutions showed great variability, returning different 

recovery times across the four tests. The Linux-based white box solution interrupted IPv4 traffic flow for almost six seconds 

and IPv6 traffic flow for almost nine seconds, demonstrating the lack of suitability for enterprise deployments. The 

duration, consistency, and comparable performance for both IPv4 and IPv6 delivered by Arista can give network 

administrators confidence in the reliability, resiliency, and availability of their network infrastructure. 

Next, ESG Lab repeated the tests, this time using a simulated large enterprise cloud network configuration with 64 spine 

nodes and 64-way ECMP, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Large Enterprise Cloud (64-way ECMP) Test Bench 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

With more components and interconnections comes the probability for more simultaneous failures. Thus, we simulated a 

single link failure, a 4-link failure, and a linecard failure with 16-links on it. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 2. 

Figure 9. Recovery from Link Failure, Worst-case Traffic Flow Interruption, 
Large Enterprise Cloud (64-way ECMP) 

   
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

 

Table 2. Recovery from Link Failure, Worst-case Traffic Flow, Large-Enterprise Cloud (64-way ECMP) 

 

 
IPv4 IPv6 

Arista 
7500R Vendor X Vendor Y White Box 

Arista 
7500R Vendor X Vendor Y White Box 

Absolute Performance  

1-link Failure 27 ms 534 ms 44 ms 34,304 ms 29 ms 590 ms 44 ms 38,279 ms 

4-link Failure 166 ms 627 ms 9,944 ms 34,455 ms 165 ms 599 ms 11,423 ms 38,528 ms 

16-link Failure 437 ms 1,802 ms 17,019 ms 34,618 ms 437 ms 1,889 ms 24,118 ms 38,318 ms 

Performance Relative to Arista 7500R 

1-link Failure 1 20 2 1,288 1 21 2 1,337 

4-link Failure 1 4 60 208 1 4 69 234 

16-link Failure 1 4 39 79 1 4 55 88 

 Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 
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Arista EOS and 7500R delivered rapid, consistent results, comparable to the standard enterprise configuration. In the worst 

case, when 25% of the links failed (16 out of 64), the Arista interrupted data flows for an average of 437 ms, or less than a 

half second. The solutions from the traditional network vendors demonstrated longer interruptions in the traffic flow—

from just under two seconds to more than 24 seconds. The other vendor solutions returned inconsistent results, with 

Vendor Y interrupting traffic flow from 14 to 18 seconds for a 16-link IPv4 failure. The white box solution interrupted traffic 

flow for a minimum of 34 seconds for a 1-link failure, demonstrating its unsuitability for deployment in cloud-scale 

enterprise network infrastructures. 

In critical situations or for the ability to meet exacting SLAs, network architects provision standby links, providing additional 

redundancy in the case of link failures. We simulated this architecture using a 16-way ECMP configuration with an 

additional eight failover links. We simulated a failure of half of the active links (8/16), and measured the interruption of 

traffic until new routes were established using the eight failover links. We repeated the test four times and averaged the 

results, which are shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Recovery from Link Failure, Worst-case Traffic Flow Interruption, 
16-way ECMP with 8 Failover Links 

   
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2016 

Arista EOS demonstrated consistent, rapid results, with less than one-third of a second of traffic interruption until the 

failover links where enabled and new routes established. The traditional solutions interrupted traffic for more than two 

seconds, and the white box solution dropped data for more than 30 seconds. All of the comparable solutions 

demonstrated inconsistent results across the repeated simulations. 

         Why This Matters  

Network availability is a key factor for organizations supporting around-the-clock business-critical applications. Despite 
advances in hardware, software, and infrastructure robustness, components still fail, resulting in downtime from short 
periods to hours or even days. Unplanned outages affect not only IT—they can have a significant material and financial 
impact on the business. 

ESG Lab validated that Arista EOS and Arista 7500R minimized downtime and the impact of unplanned outages. In an 
enterprise network environment, a single link failure resulted in less than 64 milliseconds of traffic flow interruption. With 
the worst-case scenario, in a large enterprise cloud network environment, a loss of 25% of the network links interrupted 
traffic flow for less than one half second. This miniscule downtime will not cause an interruption to applications, and will 
most likely not be noticed by users or applications. Using Arista EOS and 7500R will enable IT to easily maintain SLAs. 
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Validating Virtually Uninterrupted Operation During Planned Maintenance 

Modern data center and cloud network topologies feature many redundancies, enabling bandwidth aggregation, load 

distribution, resiliency in the face of failures, and the ability to perform rolling upgrades, where the network is partitioned 

into redundant groups, and each group is upgraded in sequence. During the upgrade/reboot cycle, redundancies in the 

network enable uninterrupted traffic flow, albeit with reduced bandwidth. 

Arista EOS Smart System Upgrade (SSU) is a feature designed to reduce the burden of network upgrades, minimizing 

application downtime, reducing risks, and enabling network administrators to maintain and upgrade their network 

infrastructure without systemic outages. 

ESG validated EOS SSU by first performing maintenance on a spine node and then a leaf node in our simulated standard 

enterprise network with 4-way ECMP. The first step was to place the spine in Maintenance Mode, which gracefully 

removes a spine component or the entire spine node from the network by rerouting traffic, taking advantage of the 

inherent characteristics of redundancy through network design and distributed protocols. Maintenance Mode can be 

applied to an interface, a line card, or the system. 

Using the EOS command line interface, we put the spine node into Maintenance Mode using the command sequence 

maintenance; unit system; quiesce. We verified that traffic was still flowing through the network, but was 

bypassing the spine node, and that no packets were dropped during the transition into Maintenance Mode. 

We then upgraded and rebooted the router and verified that no traffic was lost during the reboot. Finally, we exited 

Maintenance Mode for the spine with the single command no maintenance, and then verified that the spine node was 

now participating in the network and routing traffic. We repeated the test, this time putting a single linecard into 

Maintenance Mode using the command sequence maintenance; unit linecard4; quiesce. Finally, we 

repeated the test, this time putting a single interface into Maintenance Mode using the command sequence 

maintenance; interface Ethernet 3/2/1; quiesce. In all cases, the system rapidly drained, removing 

the specified component from the routing tables and thus from the network. Arista EOS Maintenance Mode enables 

administrators to easily fix, replace, and upgrade components without interrupting traffic flow or operations. 

Next, ESG Lab upgraded the EOS version on a leaf node. Taking full advantage of all of the features of the latest merchant 

silicon, Arista EOS is able to maintain data forwarding while the switch software is upgraded and the switch management 

processor is rebooted. Arista claims maximum downtime while the merchant silicon reboots is less than 200 ms. 

We first verified the version of EOS running on the leaf node. Next, we configured the leaf node to load a new version of 

EOS after reload using the command boot system flash:EOS4.15.4F. Finally, we instructed the leaf node to 

perform a hitless upgrade using the command reload hitless, and observed that the node rebooted to the new 

version of EOS. We used the Ixia test equipment to measure downtime. The average downtime over four tests was 170 ms. 

Arista CloudVision can be used to automate the process of upgrading EOS across an entire leaf-spine network. Using 

CloudVision, a network administrator can transition from per-device management to network-wide management. With a 

single action, CloudVision will perform hitless upgrades on each node, ensuring the entire network continues to operate 

without interruption, and simplifying the maintenance burden on IT staff. 
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         Why This Matters  

Data analytics, data growth, and the rapid proliferation of virtualized applications are increasing the cost and complexity of 
the network infrastructure, and IT organizations running mission-critical applications need to guard against service 
interruptions. This becomes even more critical as the data center transitions to the cloud architecture, and must maintain 
always-on, always-available service.  

Routine equipment upgrades, firmware updates, and hardware refreshes can require equipment to be taken out of service. 
An always-available solution with management tools that make it easy to centrally manage and maintain a network 
infrastructure reduces time, cost, and risk. 

ESG Lab validated that Arista EOS provides the ability for network administrators to perform routine planned maintenance 
and upgrades without data interruption. Arista EOS SSU and hitless upgrades can satisfy the most stringent business 
continuity and SLA requirements. 

 

The Bigger Truth 

The modern enterprise data center presents multiple networking challenges to IT organizations, including unplanned 

outages, ongoing management, and scaling the infrastructure as the business grows. Using traditional networking devices 

and tools in modern data center topologies can be quite challenging, since those tools were designed for a relatively static 

infrastructure. A network architecture that borrows heavily from the hyper-scale data center and provides the same 

reliability, availability, scalability, and manageability as server and application virtualization will be required as public and 

private cloud solutions mature and become ubiquitous.  

Arista has developed a modern network infrastructure solution that brings hyper-scale to the reach of both small- and 

large-scale enterprises. Arista Extensible Operating System (EOS) forms the foundation for this software-defined 

networking system. A modular OS built on top of a standard Linux kernel, EOS provides a single image that runs on the 

entire Arista portfolio of switches. FlexRoute Engine and NetDB provide the ability to manage 1,000,000+ entry route 

tables, far more than the default specification of merchant silicon, while Smart System Upgrade enables non-stop 

operation during maintenance and upgrades. 

NetDB is EOS’ centralized in-memory database for maintaining configuration and state, accessed with scalable, 

programmable publish/subscribe protocols. Arista applied the same methodology to CloudVision, enabling network 

administrators to expand their view from unit level to network-wide level for managing, maintaining, upgrading, and 

automating their network infrastructure. 

Arista designed its complete portfolio of modular network switches for the enterprise-scale software-defined data center. 

Leveraging the latest merchant silicon, Arista’s recently introduced 7500R Series switches are targeted at the spine 

network tier. Virtual output queueing and deep buffers eliminate head-of-line blocking and dropped packets during 

network congestion. Using EOS, the 7500R supports up to 128-way ECMP and MLAG, and Internet-size routing tables, 

making the switch ideal for spine, universal spine, and Internet peering applications. 

In hands-on testing, ESG Lab validated that Arista EOS and the 7500R were extremely resilient, interrupting traffic flow for 

less than a half second in even the worst-case scenarios where 25% of available links were cut in a large enterprise cloud 

64-way ECMP leaf-spine network. EOS was even quicker when switching to failover links, with only one-third of a second of 

interrupted traffic flow when 50% of available links were cut in a 16-way ECMP network. EOS response to cut links was 

extremely consistent and repeatable over time. 
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Our testing demonstrated that the 7500R was able to install and use over 2,400,000 BGP routes in 32 seconds, making it 

suitable for the largest scale applications—large-scale enterprise networks, hyper-scale cloud deployments, and Internet 

peering. We reviewed EOS Smart System Upgrade and hitless upgrade capabilities, and found that we could take spine 

nodes offline for maintenance without interrupting traffic. We were also able to upgrade leaf nodes, suffering less than 

200 ms of traffic interruption—minimizing maintenance effects for applications and users. 

Enterprises looking to take advantage of the latest innovations from the world of hyper-scale data centers to build highly 

reliable, resilient, maintainable, and programmable network infrastructures would be smart to take a close look at Arista 

EOS, the recently introduced 7500R Series and the entire portfolio of Arista switches. 
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